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About This Game

***Not Compatible with Mac OS 10.8.x and above***

Agent Nelson Tethers just solved the biggest case of his career. So why isn't he satisfied? There’s still the case of a missing
eraser factory foreman, a whispering madness is still creeping from mind to mind, and a troubling recurrence of... creatures... is

lurking into the town.
 The FBI's Department of Puzzle Research has marked the case closed -- are they sweeping it under the rug? Or worse, do they
not even care? Worried that the case will languish forever unsolved, Tethers must go rogue and venture back to the eerie town

of Scoggins, Minnesota to solve the mystery of "the Hidden People" once and for all.

Key features:

Sequel to the award winning Puzzle Agent (PC Gamer’s Game of the Year, IGN’s Best of E3, etc)

Creepy puzzle adventure with mystery and dark humor

Wider variety of intuitive yet challenging puzzles
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Awesome point and click game. Loved the atmosphere, and being from Minnesota, it's maybe even a bit more beautiful at
times. Very peculiar, but very memorable. It is a strange story that's driven through puzzle solving. If you don't enjoy a good
brainteaser, look elsewhere. There were only two or three puzzles that referenced things I didn't know.. Just as funny as Puzzle
agent 1. And a must if you want to see where the story goes.. The first game was unique and so original, you would think they
wouldn't be able to make it any better, but they did in this excellent sequel. When you think of Telltale point&click games you'd
probably have The Walking Dead or another newer one. They're good and all but they don't match the amount of atmosphere
this game has, (even without the 'choose your own path' feature) and it only lasts around 4-5 hours to complete! Aside from the
short play time and (fairly) closed and slightly random ending, this game is a must buy.
9.5\/10. I loved this game. How much? I'm actually writing a review about it. It's fun, wacky, Challenging, and has an interesting
story line. I highly recommend this game to anyone who loves puzzle games and doesnt mind a story to boot.. Because it's the
second part of Puzzle Agent, I've already known what should I expect and it's pretty much the same as the 1st "episode". The
same animation style, interesting story.

+ They have added the steam achievements.
- The puzzles seemed to be less difficult than in the Puzzle Agent 1.

I wish they make Puzzle Agent 3 with the story continuing on Bahamas. ;). Puzzle Agent 2 doesn't even run on OS X. The game
crashes immediately on startup. Pretty disappointed that Telltale games STILL hasn't fixed this issue in the 4 years since Puzzle
Agent 2 was released.
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This was a great game. Better than the first one. If you like the Layton series, you will definitely enjoy this one. The story was
legitimately compelling, and even had a few comical moments thrown in. While the puzzles aren't as hard to solve as in the Prof.
Layton games, they are still enjoyable. This is also a great buy if you are running a netbook or low-end pc. Do yourself a favor
and pick it up!. Puzzle Agent 2 is a puzzle game woven in the middle of a interesting storyline. It's unfortunate that the game has
not added more to it than the original offered other than more puzzles. However, it's fortunate that they didn't break anything
that did work from the original game and simply just offered new puzzles. No risks taken here, if you've played the original,
then you know exactly what to expect for this sequel. Again, the only drawback for this game is the fact that it is so short.
Overall good quality game with some good puzzles to tease the brain.. Puzzle Agent 2 takes you back to Scoggins, looking for
answers to the mysterious disappearances and the hidden people from the previous game.

The story progression and puzzle system is exactly the same as in Puzzle Agent.
A lot of the puzzles are similair to the ones in the previous game with a bunch of new ones thrown into it.
The difficulty varies from really easy to quite challenging.
At the end of the game you'll get 3 optional puzzles which are quite difficult.

If you were happy with how the story ended in Puzzle Agent then perhaps consider picking this game up during a sale.
If you're craving more Puzzles, Answers and more of Grickle's humor\/suspence and comedic timing then be sure to buy this.

In short, it's a nice short sequel, but mainly story wise. Worth getting if you crave answers or more Grickle.
In the puzzle department it's quite okay but often returning types of puzzles.. This was a great game. Better than the first one. If
you like the Layton series, you will definitely enjoy this one. The story was legitimately compelling, and even had a few comical
moments thrown in. While the puzzles aren't as hard to solve as in the Prof. Layton games, they are still enjoyable. This is also a
great buy if you are running a netbook or low-end pc. Do yourself a favor and pick it up!. One of the easier reviews to figure - if
you don't own Puzzle Agent, leave this page and check that one out.

If you enjoyed the first Puzzle Agent, pick up this one: it's more of the same, and continues (and finishes) the story. If you
didn't enjoy the first one, you won't enjoy this one. Simple as that.. LD;DR
This is one game; not two. You should get it if you can get both games for less than five dollars.

Pros
- The videos will give you a feel for the game. It is an interesting, slow paced game that has a twist here and there.
- Humor is sprinkled into the game.
- Getting your pen and paper out is satisfying for some of the puzzles.
- The fact it costs the taxpayer so much per puzzle is both funny and realistic.
- There is a resolution to the second game but there could be more (the right way to end the story).
- The premise for the game is hilarious because it's realisitic.

Cons
- A third or more of the puzzles are completely throw away.
- The first game is NOT COMPLETE. 37 puzzles and half a story is not a full game.
- the second game is NOT COMPLETE 34 puzzles aand half a story is not a full game.
- There should be a better way to make sure you get all the puzzles before leaving a scene.
- They should cut off dialogue options that you've already heard (you can talk to the same person again and on it will repeat
when they're done but that means you'll have to repeat dialogue at least once per person per situation to make sure you hear
everything they have to say.)

Tips
- Always look carefully at the images behind numbers or other puzzles, they can provide clues.. The first game was unique and
so original, you would think they wouldn't be able to make it any better, but they did in this excellent sequel. When you think of
Telltale point&click games you'd probably have The Walking Dead or another newer one. They're good and all but they don't
match the amount of atmosphere this game has, (even without the 'choose your own path' feature) and it only lasts around 4-5
hours to complete! Aside from the short play time and (fairly) closed and slightly random ending, this game is a must buy.
9.5\/10. If you are looking for a game with a fun and quirky story, in addition to interesting characters, this game fits the bill. If
you are looking for a game with enjoyable puzzles, the first Puzzle Agent is great and a real bargain. But if you enjoyed the
puzzles in the first Puzzle Agent, you may be sorely disappointed with this continuation of the game. Unlike the first game,
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many of the puzzles lacked proper descriptions, forcing the player to make guesses on the rules of certain puzzles. Some even
required previous knowledge, which may cause some puzzlers to break from the immersion of the game to go to the internet.
While the first Puzzle Agent relied more on logical and 'puzzle' puzzles, this game tended to use more visual puzzles without
much logic at all. But if you try not to care about the puzzles, and ignore the visual and gameplay bugs (infinite gum!), you
might enjoy what you see.. Can't stop until get to the bottom of another Scorrgins case

Good:
- Very interesting dialogue
- Story keep up with Telltales high quality level, I can't stop until the end
- Funny and some challenging puzzles
- Hints system guides player to think clearly themselves
- Simple but acceptable graphics and animations
- Great sound effects
- Great price value especially on sales season

Bad:
- Some puzzle recycled from previous title
- 1 wrong answer will cause player lost perfect puzzle agent rank unless play it from new game again

Score: 8\/10
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